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CHAPTER 3   

Error Adaptive TCP 

 

In this chapter, we will explain the detail of our Error Adaptive TCP. Our Error-Adaptive 

TCP is a cross-layer design, and we design a module to collect information of MAC layer. 

There are two major parts in our work. First is the estimate phase, second is the congestion 

control mechanism of Error Adaptive TCP. In the estimate phase, we estimate two important 

variables that we used to adjust the cwnd, one is bandwidth of wireless channel (wirelessBW), 

and another is bandwidth of wired line (wiredBW). Depends on the AP’s support, we can 

estimate the wirelessBW, and wiredBW more precisely in heterogeneous wireless network. In 

our Error Adaptive TCP algorithm, we modified the congestion control algorithm of the 

original TCP. Based on the wirelessBW and wiredBW we estimated in estimate phase, we can 

adjust the cwnd of congestion control mechanism and make our Error Adaptive TCP more 

suitable for the heterogeneous wireless networks. 

 

3.1 Architecture 
 

Figure 3.1 is the architecture of our EATCP. Bellow the EATCP we design a 

EATCP-Assisted module to help us to collect the information from wireless and wired part. 

As Figure 3.1 shows, EATCP-Assisted module is a build-in program which responds to 

collect information of Transport layer and MAC layer. In our design, except sender and 

receiver which use EATCP who need this module, each AP must have this module, too. The 

EATCP-assisted module in AP is the critical component in our design. EATCP-assisted 
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Module in AP needs to communicate to both the sender and the receiver, and play a important 

character who help sender collect information that can’t be gathered from the end-to-end 

connection.  

 

Figure 3.1：Architecture of Error-Adaptive TCP 

In next 2 sections we will describe the detail how the EATCP-Assisted module works and 

the congestion control mechanism of EATCP. 

 

3.2 Estimate phase︰ 

 

In the Estimate phase, we will explain the procedure of our estimate phase, and why our 

estimate phase needs the AP’s support. The major different between traditional wired network 

and wireless network only appears in the MAC layer and PHY layer. It means that there is no 

different in other layers. So in our designed we choose AP which includes both MAC layer 

and PHY layer to be the assistant of our Error Adaptive TCP. 
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In our design, EATCP-Assisted module in AP will collect the information of wireless 

medium, and periodically send it back to the sender. The information of wireless medium 

includes the round trip time of wireless part (wirelessRTT) , packet lost rate caused by 

wireless (wirelessPL) and the utilization of wireless medium. The detail of the procedure will 

explain in the section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. 

 

3.2.1 Estimate wirelessBW︰ 

 

In this section we will describe the detail how we estimate wirelessBW. First we use our 

EATCP-Assisted module which is a build-in program in the AP. The EATCP-Assisted 

module in AP estimates the round-trip time (wirelessRTT) of wireless part by using the 

probing mechanism. As Figure 3.2 shows, EATCP-Assisted module in the AP part will 

periodically send a probing message to the EATCP-Assisted module in the client part, later 

we will use “AP probe to client” in short. When client received the probing it will return a 

Probing-ACK message to AP, and AP can obtain the round-trip time of wireless part 

(wirelessRTT). 
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Figure 3.2：Probing mechanism of EATCP-Assisted Module 

As Figure 3.2 shows, AP will frequently use the is_idle() function, each time after is_idle() 

return the parameter we can observe the utilization of wireless medium. Figure 3.3 is the 

pseudo code of is_idle() function 
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Figure 3.3：Pseudo code of is_idle() function 

At the is_idle() function, It will first compute the time to nextCycle, it’s means that other 

client can content at the that time. First “if” in line 6 will check if the time now is in NAV 

period. If true it will update the NAV to nextCycle and return 0 shows it is busy now. Second 

“if” in line 6, will check if the medium is busy. Third “if” in line 14, will check if itself is in 

NAV. Concludes the above, when is_idle() return 0, it means the medium is busy, else the 

medium is idle. We use a moving average to compute the utilization of wireless medium as 

follow: 
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in the equation d is const between 0 and 1, after that wirelessBW of each flow can simply be 

computed as follow: 
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nnutilizatioCoWwirelessBW /*= ……...( 6 ) 

In equation (6) CoW is the capacity of the wireless medium, and n is the number of flows. 

 After all this above, EATCP-Assisted Module in the AP can get wirelessRTT, and 

wirelessBW. Collect these information and send it back to the sender. Sender receive these 

information can estimate the bandwidth of pure wired part more actually, and adjust the 

congestion window more effective. 

 

3.2.2 Estimate wiredBW︰ 

 

After each time AP active the probing mechanism, AP will send information to sender as 

Figure 3.1 shows. The information includes packet lost rate of wireless part (wirelessPL) , 

wirelessRTT, and utilization. 

In related work [11], they estimate the bandwidth by used the equation bellow:  

LPRTT
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C is const, 

RTT is Round Trip Time, 

and PL is packet loss rate 

Because we have the information of wireless medium, we can extract the pure wired 

information from process of the end-to-end transmission. As the result, we will modify the 

equation (7) to the equation (8) as follow: 
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In the equation (8) , C is const, Round-trip time of wired part can be easily extract from 

the round-trip time of end-to-end transmission process as follow: wiredRTT = RTT – 

wirelessRTT. The wiredPL will be individual by the equation (9), therefore we can compute 

the bandwidth of wired part easily. 
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In the estimate phase, we will use the equation (10) bellow to estimate the total lost rate. 

Because we use the number of duplicated ACK to compute the lost rate, so the wiredBW is 

only can be estimated when the packet lost happen. 

cwnd
dackPL

3/
=

…………..( 10 ) 

dack: the number of duplicated ACK 

After this we get wiredBW, wirelessBW, and utilization, in next section we will show 

how we use these variable. 

 

3.3 Error-Adaptive TCP 

 

Figure 3.4 shows the algorithm of congestion control mechanism of our EATCP. Each time 

EATCP received an ACK, it’s means that sender transmit a packet successful. When there is 
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no error, it will stay in state called Additive increase. The Additive increase state is same as 

the Additive increase state of traditional TCP, and multiplicative decrease is also same as 

traditional Fast Recovery. 

 

Figure 3.4：Congestion control algorithm of EATCP 

When sender receives duplicated ACK or the timer expired, it means packet lost, at the 

same time it will trigger our congestion control mechanism. First we use BW_ratio to separate 

the reason of loss, and BW_ratio has shown in bellow: 

wirelessBW
wiredBWratioBW =_ ……..( 11 ) 

When BW_ratio is smaller than the thresholdα , we treat loss is caused by wired problem 
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that was called congestion loss too. When the congestion lost happened, it will enter 

multiplicative decrease. In multiplicative decrease we adjust the congestion window as 

follow:  

ssthresh = cwnd / 2 

cwnd = ssthresh 

we adjust the congestion to the half, to make sure the congestion of the bottleneck can be 

eased. 

When BW_ratio is larger than the thresholdβ , we treat loss is caused by wireless problem. 

There may be two reasons that packet lost in wireless part, first reason is unreliable 

transmission, another reason is contention between clients. We use the utilization that we get 

from the EATCP-assisted before to differentiate. When utilization is lower than the threshold, 

we consider lost is caused by unreliable transmission, then it will setup the BW=wirelessBW 

by adjust the cwnd as follow: 

sizepacket
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Else if the utilization is high, then the loss may caused by contention between clients, in this 

situation we should not decrease the cwnd to much, so we set cwnd=cwnd-1. After return the 

top of the additive increase state of the congestion control algorithm then it will still be 

congestion window that loss event has not happened. The reason that we keep the cwnd is we 

try to send more packets and keep the performance well. 

When BW_ratio between threshold α and threshold β , we set the 

BW=min(wiredBW,wirelessBW). When wirelessBW is smaller,it has shown as equation (12). 
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When wiredBW is smaller, it shown as equation (13). 

sizepacket
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After EATCP’s congestion control mechanism, we can distinguish the reason of lost, and 

adjust the cwnd by the heuristic way. In next chapter we will use simulator to prove our 

performance is better. 

 

 


